
Flat, Spiral Rope
Supplies
6mm Glass Rounds, Coral, 27290014-11
1.5x2.5mm Tiny Crystal Rondelles
Copper, 27290108-50
Dark Green Half Blue, 27290108-40

1.8mm Cube Seed Bead, Sea Foam, 
695SB18-0481V

11/0 Seed Bead, Dark Cream Matte, 
695SB11O-2022V

9mm Czech Flower, Red on Alabaster, 
27889001-02
 
Beading Thread, Size D, .006in, or 6lb test
Size #12 Hard Beading Needle
Scissors or Thread Burner
Toggle Clasp, Head Pins, Jump Ring
Chain Nose, Round Nose, and Flush Cutters

Step 1
Cut 90 inches of beading thread. Leaving a 10 inch
tail, string the core beads: (1)Tiny Crystal Copper,
(1)6mm Round, (1)Tiny Crystal Copper. Create an
arm, which is (2)11/0, (1)Tiny Crystal Green,
(1)Cube, (1)Tiny Crystal Green, and (2)11/0. Go
back through the core beads. Create another arm.
Go back through the core beads. Help the new set
of arm beads sit to the opposite side. 

Step 2
String (1)6mm Round and (1)Tiny Copper. String a
set of arm beads. Go back through the last (3)core
beads. The new arm will sit above the former arm
below it. String another set of arm beads. Go back
through the last (3)core beads. Help this second
arm sit on the opposite side. It will also rest above
the set of arm beads below it. Repeat Step 2 to
desired length. 
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Flat, Spiral Rope, Clasp 
Step 3
Use the remaining working thread to attach the toggle bar at the top of the bracelet. String (1)11/0,
(1)Tiny Green, (1)Cube, (1)Tiny Green, and (1)11/0. Go through the toggle bar. Go back through
the beads, continue down the core beads, exiting from the third tiny crystal copper. Weave up
through the arm (2)11/0, (1)Tiny Green, (1)Cube, (1)Tiny Green, then (1)11/0. Exit there and jump
up to the arm above, going through its second 11/0. Continue through its Tiny Green, Cube, Tiny
Green, and (2)11/0. Weave back up through the beads leading to the toggle, then back down
again. Head down through the other arm and connect it to the arm below it by exiting from the 3rd
11/0, under the tiny green crystal, then connecting that to the second 11/0 in the arm below. Weave
down the rest of that arm, then head back up through the third Tiny Copper and core beads above.
Reinforce the clasp once more, then weave in and trim.    

Step 4
Repeat Step 3 to attach the toggle ring using the
tail thread, with one variation: you can use just
(2)11/0 to attach the ring side. Weave in and trim
remaining thread.

Step 5
Place a set of seed beads onto a headpin and
create a wrapped loop above. Create a second
headpin charm using the 9mm flower bead. Use
a single jump ring to to link the beads to the
small ring of your toggle clasp.  


